The purpose of this note is to examine nite pseudore ection groups in a modular setting, i.e., where the order of the group is divisible by the characteristic of the eld. We introduce the ring of generalized invariants associated to a set of pseudore ections S GL(n; IF) and the ring of stable invariants associated to a pseudore ection group and develop their properties. In further notes we compute these rings for Coxeter and Shephard groups. We next review our results. If A is a graded connected commutative algebra over a eld IF and I A a proper ideal, then we may associate to the ltration of A A I I 2 I m by the powers of the ideal I, ( we use the convention that I 0 = A) the associated graded algebra, which is a bigraded algebra de ned by gr I (A) m; n?m = I m =I m+1 n for n; m 2 IN. By totalizing we obtain a positively graded commutative algebra over IF containing A=I is a subalgebra, and gr I (A) = IF A=I gr I (A) is a graded connected commutative algebra over IF.
Starting with the ideal of stable invariants I(S) of S GL(n; IF) we obtain the ring of generalized invariants gr I(S) (IF V ]). The ring of generalized invariants is shown to be a polynomial algebra.
If S GL(n; IF) is a collection of pseudore ections the subgroup of GL(n; IF) generated by S is denoted by G(S). The Actually one would like to associate a ring of generalized invariants to an arbitrary pseudore ection group rather then to a collection of pseudore ections. We show by examples that the ideal I(S) does not ful ll this goal. If however the pseudore ection group G is generated by pseudore ections of order relatively prime to the characteristic of IF this may be achieved in the following way. Let A be a graded connected algebra over a eld IF. Denote by A A the augmentation ideal of A, i.e. the ideal of A generated by the elements of positive degree. If G is a group and : G ! Aut(A) a faithful representation of G as a group of algebra automorphisms of A, we denote by A G = fa 2 A j ga = a 8 g 2 Gg the subalgebra of A left invariant by G. The 
The classes G (H i ) for i = 1; : : :; n belong to IF V ] G and have strictly smaller degree than F. Therefore the righthand side of the preceding equation belongs to the subalgebra generated by f 1 ; : : :; f n completing the inductive step. Since a regular sequence is algebraically independent the result follows from the theorem of Shephard As with the case of rings of invariants, the stable invariants of the full general linear group GL(n; IF) over a nite eld IF are universal. Here is a computation of these universal stable invariants in a special case. We begin by reviewing some results of Kac and Peterson. Since their work uses other terminology and notations, and has appeared only in abridged form 6] we include proofs of our own in the hopes of improving the readibility of this note. while on the other hand P( )(`s s (f)) = P( )(`s) P( )( s (f)) = (`s +`q s )P( )( s (f)) : Equating gives s(P( )(f)) ? P( )(f) = (`s +`q s )P( )( s (f)) :
Dividing by`s yields
as required. so the product lies in gr I (A) m+j; n+k?(m+j) , and has total degree n + k. Let n 2 IN and assume the result established for all ideals generated by a regular sequence of length less than n. Let I = (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) where x 1 ; : : :; x n 2 A is a regular sequence.
Set J = (x 1 ; : : :; x n?1 ). By the induction hypothesis gr J (A) = (A=J) x 1 ; : : :; x n?1 :
The element x n + J 2 A=J is a nonzero divisor, so if K = (x n + J) gr J (A) is the principal ideal generated by x n + J, then gr I (A) = gr K (gr J (A)) = gr K ? (A=J) x 1 ; : : :; x n?1 ] = (A=I) x 1 ; : : :; x n completing the induction step.
We turn next to the converse. Let x 1 ; : : :; x n 2 A and (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) A the corresponding 
